IN D USTR IA L WELDING, GRATING
A N D W IR E WORKING EQUIPMENT

GRAT IN G WE LDE RS

M IG WEL D E RS

M ESH WEL DE RS

INTRODUCTION
Clifford was started in 1969 by Mr Clifford Sobey, in
Pietermaritzburg, South Africa as a specialist machine builder

JI G WEL D E RS

in the wire and welding industry.
Over the years, Clifford has grown from a family business to a globally

R EI N F O R CING

recognised brand.

& M IN E M ESH WE L DE RS
Today, Clifford is a technology-driven company that uses the latest productivity
tools and employs elements of Agile, Lean and Just in Time philosophies to

S ERR AT IO N LINE S

streamline the design and manufacturing process. This makes a Clifford machine
faster, more reliable and economical compared to the competition.

ST R A IGT H EN IN G
AND C UT T IN G

NI BBL ER
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GRATI NG
WELDERS
Clifford is the leading supplier of grating welders worldwide
and has a proven track record in consistently achieving both
the BSI and NAAMM standards over the past 12 years.
Meeting and exceeding these international standards is inherent in our design
and manufacturing philosophy and has given Clifford a reputation of providing
fast, efficient and quality grating welders.
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VE RSAT I L E G R ATIN G
Our streamlined systems offer simple operations, lower maintenance and reduced electrical

Smooth round grating

Serated twisted square grating

Serated round grating

consumption. All machines come with a 1-year guarantee with spares available worldwide.
Speed and product flexibility are paramount, our grating welders give you the freedom to weld BOTH light and heavy bars
(serrated or smooth) with twisted-square or round cross wires (pre-cut or off-coil). All this comes standard with weld speeds
up to 60 crosswires per minute. A product changeover will take less than an hour, making Just-in-time (JIT) made to order
manufacturing a reality. Welding offshore, double grating, carbon and stainless steel options are also available.

Double grating
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Offshore grating

Grating smooth twisted square
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MODUL A R D ES I GN
The line would typically require two operators, one at the loading station and one at the welding portal.

Linear pullout

Flattening station

Stacking & Conveyor

Other operators may be required for material handling to and from the machine.
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Automatic linebar loading table

Magazine & sled

Welding portal
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ROBOTI C MI G
WELDER
A fully automated and flexible production cell, to clamp,
position and weld various products.
Our production cell comprises of a roller table and 2 side-by-side welding jigs,
with the robot welding unit in the centre. This enables the operator to load
and remove material on one side, while the machine welds the product in the
adjacent cell, completing the product in one set-up.
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R O BOTI C W EL DIN G C E LL
•

Each welding cell is capable of welding tight pitches and can accommodate a wide range of product heights, widths and lengths.

•

The cell can be equipped with different robot brands and welding pack installations, depending on customer preference.

•

The welding system is equipped with an automatic torch cleaning system for minimum downtime and maintenance.

•

The fully automated machine has a user-friendly interface, allowing the operator to adjust parameters such as weld length, pitch,

Front end software

product width, product height and weld position using self-explanatory images and parameters on a colour screen. No previous
robot programming experience is necessary.
•

The welding system utilises a sensing system to determine the actual position of the product prior to welding.

WHY AUTOMATE?
•

Easily integrated into existing production lines

•

Weld a wide range of products

•

Flexible all-position welding

•

Safe

•

Fast and accurate welds every time

•

Efficient

Product clamp

SAFETY FIRST
Clifford understands that workplace safety is a priority. The welding unit is fully enclosed and the operator is protected by a
retractable weld curtain to reduce glare and a set of light curtains which don’t get in the way of efficient production.
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Robot cleaning

Auto-sensing function

Robotic welding arm
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ECONOMI CAL
MESH WELDER
MULTI-PURPOSE ENTRY LEVEL MESH WELDER
Although cost-effective, this machine can weld a very high-quality product
and can be tooled for a wide range of products: Reinforcing mesh, Fencing
Mesh, High-security fencing (358 products), Cable Trays, Deck mesh and other
general mesh products. The machine is modular and customisable to meet your
requirements and budget, yet fully upgradable to grow with your needs.

The entire machine fits inside a standard shipping container, so minimal
assembly is required. The electrical panel and transformers are already
connected, with very little wiring to be done onsite. No height or position
adjustments of the crosswire magazine are needed and most customer recipes
and settings are already pre-loaded before shipping.

The Streamlined Economical Mesh Welder (S-EMW) is customisable to meet
your requirements and budget, yet fully upgradable to grow with your needs.
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MESH W E LDE RS - E CON OMI C A L ME S H W EL D ER
SAVE MONEY
The following makes this machine much cheaper to build, ship, install and commission on site.
•

The S-EMW is modular by design so you only buy the modules you need.

•

The machine comes with three or more welding transformers which means you need a smaller pre-transformer and electrical
supply (easily upgradable to nine transformers).

•

The shorter linear pullout is optimised for short flexible runs.

•

The machine is designed so that the control panel, welding portal and the crosswire magazine are all mounted on ONE frame.

WIDE MESH RANGES
Ability to weld a wide range of products: Reinforcing mesh, Fencing Mesh, High-security fencing (358 products), Cable Trays, Deck
mesh and other general mesh products.

Cable Tray Mesh

358 Security Mesh

Deck Mesh
Linewire feeder
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Crosswire pre-tensioner

Weldpresses

Magazine & portal

Linear pullout
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HI GH SPEED
MESH WELDER
SMALL TO MEDIUM WIRE DIAMETERS & PITCHES
Weld mesh fencing roll products and panels like 2D, 4D, 358, 10/10 mesh and
V–Bend, along with more general-purpose wire mesh, at speeds of up to 220
crosswires per minute.

INNOVATION
What makes our mesh welders superior to the market is their ability to weld
4D High-Security mesh, which features alternating crosswires, top & under the
linewires of the mesh panel with flat and flush trimmed edges all around.
Not only can our mesh welders manufacture complex mesh, but can also be
tooled for a wide range of products. Our high-speed mesh welding range boasts
quick product changeover times giving you flexibility and speed to adapt to
today’s market demands.

Clifford also has a worldwide network of spares, support and industry expert
consultants ready to assist you in your future products.
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MESH W E LDE RS - H I G H S PE E D ME S H W EL D ER
CUSTOMISE
Our Mesh Welder range is completely customisable to meet your requirements and budget, yet fully upgradable to grow with your needs.

HIGH-SPEED MESH PRODUCTION
The Clifford mesh welders are specifically designed to meet the demand for all the latest fencing mesh types.
Our mesh welders can weld 2D, 4D, 358, 10/10 mesh as well as the more traditional v-bend fencing.
Each machine can be customised for full off-coil or pre-cut wire and weld up to 220 crosswires per minute.

358 Mesh

10/10 Mesh

4d Mesh

Crosswire & linewire payoffs
2D Mesh
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Fencing Mesh

Balancing unit

Quad welding tips

Dual linear pullout

Automatic coiler

Rolled Mesh
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JIG
WELDERS
The Versatile Jig Welder range allows a single operator
the ability to process welded parts seamlessly and without
production stoppage.
While the operator prepares the material for welding, the jig welder is welding
the product on the opposite side. Our Jig Welders offer increased safety,
consistent quality, increased flexibility, extremely fast changeover times and
reduced labour costs.

Select from our simple entry level 2-axis units, extra length units for specialised
projects or multi-axis machines that can incorporate servo adjustable welding
heights and servo rotating heads. We offer a wide range of welding technologies
to choose from which will best suit your budget and needs. Options Including
AC, DC, Medium Frequency DC, and high frequency modulated AC.
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JIG W EL D ER
STANDARD FEATURES

INNOVATION

•

Freely programmable welding heads.

•

Advanced welding systems

•

Drive system with direct servo drives.

•

Low power consumption

•

Accurate positioning system with AC servo motors with a precision of +/0,2mm.

•

Quick set up times

•

Ability to weld two different parts on the two jigs, with auto program selection from jig position sensors.

•

Multiple configurations

•

Quick change jigging system.

•

Online system monitoring

•

Full program edit facilities.

•

Safety fence, with interlocked gate.

White goods

Cable trays

Deck mesh

Fan guards

Shopping carts

Shelving

Safety fencing
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Multi-axis weldpresses

Custom jig table

Product flexibility
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REI NFORCI NG
MESH
WELDERS
Large diameter mesh welder
Clifford’s reinforcing mesh welders are designed to meet all international
reinforcing bar and reinforcing mine mesh standards. Clifford’s design
philosophy ensures fast, efficient and customised reinforcing mesh production.
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R E INFO R C I NG ME SH
WE L D E R

A TYPICAL LARGE MESH WELDING LINE

REINFORCING MESH
Our reinforcing mesh welders are designed to weld large
wire diameters for reinforcing bar (rebar) mesh, mine mesh
and heavy duty fencing and offer simple operations, lower
maintenance and reduced electrical consumption. All machines
come with a 1-year guarantee with spares available worldwide.

Like all Clifford machines, the Reinforcing Mesh Welder is
modular in design so additional modules like stackers and
trimmers can be added to grow with your business. Each mesh
welder boasts quick changeover times, easy operation and
maintenance, with Off-coil and precut linewire options. Typically
1 operator can run the entire line, but we offer fully automatic or
semi-automatic options to suit your budget.
Turner & stacker
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Linear pullout

Magazine & portal

Payoffs
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SERRATI NG
LINES
Clifford’s Serrating Line is custom-designed for serrating the edges of flat
bar gratings. Customised tooling makes it possible to create a wide range of
serration types.
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SE R RAT I N G L I N E S
FAST SERRATION
Linebars are loaded onto the storage table by crane or forklift, where they are unbundled.
The operator selects 2 bars from the bundle, and feeds the bars into the machine, against
a fixed stop. The machine automatically indexes the bars through the serrating tool. The
serration process continues until the required serrating length is reached. Two linebars can
be serrated at the same time with serration speeds up to 75 strokes per minute. The system
automatically moves the bars to bundle station A or B, as selected by the operator. This
feature enables the operator bundle bars on one side of the machine, while the machine
fills the stacking cradle on the opposite side, effectively ensuring a continuous operation.

The entire tool holder can safely be removed in minutes, and replaced with a new tool
if required. Individual items of the tool can be removed and sharped as required, with
minimum down-time. The tool design may include different profile sizes and tool lengths,
depending on the bar thickness that is punched.

Off-coil linebar or pre-cut options are available, with Offcoil having additional payoffs, loop
accumulation and linebar straighteners in 2 planes.
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Storage table & infeed

Serrating portal

Dual runouts

Serrated product
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WIRE
STRAIGHTENING,
CUTTING &
PROFILING
Clifford’s high-speed wire straightening & cut to length
solutions cater for both smooth and profiled wire types.
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HIGH -SPE E D STRA I G H T E N I N G & C U T T IN G
HIGH-SPEED STRAIGHTENING & CUTTING
The Clifford OPTICUT Straighteners are designed for wire types SAE 1006 – SAE 1015 and can straighten
and cut smooth or ribbed off-coil wire up to 300m (984ft) per minute. All machines come with a 1-year
guarantee with spares available worldwide.
Like all Clifford machines, the Straightening line is modular in design and can be run with a single operator.
Clifford can supply various straightening, collection and alignment options to suit your requirements and
budget.

HOW IT WORKS
The Clifford OPTICUT wire straightening & cutting machines are designed as stand alone lines for
the high speed production of straightened and cut wire. These machines are robustly designed and
are offered with a range of different payoff options (DIN or Motorised Rotating Platforms) to suit
the presentation of the wire. The wire is driven by a series of feed wheels through the dual spinner
assemblies and is cut to length in a high speed flying shear. The shear is designed to give a flush, square
end cut at maximum operating speed. Gearing between the feed and spinner drives ensures constant
straightening angle under all conditions to provide optimal straightness of the finished wires.
Cut length is programmed directly into the PLC, and measured using an Encoder measurement device
which gives precise actual length finished components. Length is digitally programmed for very quick
length setting and changeovers.
Straigtened and cut wires exit the runout and are dropped from the straightener in small bundles into
35

the floor mounted collection unit, where they are end aligned by a pneumatically operated end plate.

Runout & collection

Flying shear

Spinner

Payoffs
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INTEGRATED WIRE PROFILING & CUT TO LENGTH MACHINE

OFFCOIL ROD

PROFILE

SPINNER
STRAIGHTEN

CUT WIRE

PROFILING, STRAIGHTENING AND CUTTING

Descale & lubricate
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Profiling

Spinner straightener

Runout & collection
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EDGE
TRIMMING
AND SLITTING
MACHINE
This versatile edge trimming and slitting machine is used for
the cleaning and trimming of welded wire products, such as
freezer baskets, fridge shelves, wire bird cages, wire display
panels and mesh panels; where a neat burr-free finish is
required.
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N IB BL E R
TRIMMING/SLITTING
The trimming/slitting machine is equipped as standard with two sets of cutting points. These consist of one at either end of a central
rocker shaft. The movement of the rocker arm is dynamically balanced to reduce vibration to a minimum. All mechanicals are housed in a

Shear

neat fabricated floor-mounted frame which has a removable top cover for easy access to the mechanical components. Blade heights are all
fully adjustable to allow for different wire diameters.
Due to the dual set of reciprocating blades, one or two operators may work simultaneously, thus improving productivity.
The machine is also provided with a top slitting blade which can be used to either slit sheets of mesh or for cutouts in mesh panels.

Edge trimmer

Slitter
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Clifford Machines & Technology
24 White Road,
Pentrich, Pietermaritzburg, 3201
Phone: +27 33 355 3400
Email: sales@cliffeng.com

CLIFFENG.COM

